THE PROJECT
To globally celebrate the upcoming Lunar New Year, the Chinese zodiac project is
born to give away many surprises and rewards to you. In Chinese culture,
receiving gifts at the beginning of a lunar year brings continuous prosperity and
unstoppable luck throughout the whole year.
Chinese Zodiac is also a culturally fun project where you can mint the 12 Chinese
Zodiac NFTs, uniquely hand-drawn by our talented artists. There are 12 Chinese
Zodiac animals you can choose from, including the reigning Chinese Dragon sign.
Every week, you will randomly choose a Zodiac animal & we will giveaway BNBs
generated from both buy & sell tax, to be shared among all owners who hold the
NFT of the chosen Zodiac animal. This is surprisingly fun because of its luckydraw kind of element.
While having fun learning about the Chinese Zodiac Animals, you are profiting
along the journey too.
Crucial Highlights:
An easily-trending project during the celebration of the Lunar New Year
among the massively huge Chinese communities and other similar ethnicities.
Culturally-rich Chinese zodiac animal NFTs which are uniquely hand-drawn
by our talented artists.
Non-stop giveaways to bring you luck and prosperity throughout the year.

TOKENOMICS
9.9% Buy Tax
5% BNB Giveaways for Chinese Zodiac NFT holders
3.9% Marketing, NFT creation & Utility Development
1% Liquidity Pool
9.9% Sell Tax
5% BNB Giveaways for Chinese Zodiac NFT holders
3.9% Marketing, NFT creation & Utility Development
1% Liquidity Pool
Total Supply: 1,000,000,000,000,000 (1 Quadrillion)
Initial Market Capitalization: 6 BNB
Max Wallet: 4%

ROADMAP
Phase 1:

The inception of ChineseZodiac project
Finalizing tokenomics
Finish setting up the website, Twitter & Telegram
Pre-marketing before fair launch
Coding & Debugging of the smart contract
Developer's voice chat with the community members
Fair launching ChineseZodiac on Pancakeswap (BEP20)
Phase 2:
Preview of Chinese Zodiacs NFT
Starting of official minting of Chinese Zodiacs NFT
Weekly giveaways for the chosen Chinese Zodiac
Post-launch marketing
Marketing collaboration with YouTubers
Marketing collaboration with Twitter influencers
Marketing collaboration with Telegram group owners
Banner advertisements on crypto listing websites
Banner advertisements on crypto charting websites
Organizing various contests to reward token holders & NFT holders
Achieve 1000 holders
Achieve $1 million market capital

ROADMAP
Phase 3:
Creating a P2E game by integrating Chinese Zodiac NFTs to generate
additional profits for token holders & NFT holders
The official launch of the Chinese Zodiac game version 1.0
Global marketing campaigns with influencers
Cross collaboration with other token projects
Preview of Chinese Zodiac NFT Season 02
Official launch of Chinese Zodiac NFT Season 02
Reach 5000 holders
Reach $5 million market capital
CoinGecko listing
CoinMarketCap listing
Phase 4:
Preview of Chinese Zodiac NFT Season 03
The official launch of Chinese Zodiac NFTs Season 03
Expanding gaming features of Chinese Zodiac P2E game
Reach 10,000 holders
Reach $20 million market capital
CEX Listing of ChineseZodiac token (Gate.io, Kucoin, Binance, Coinbase)
Releasing updated Roadmap version 2.0

CULTURE
Community is the key fundamental for our project.
Despite the project being about the Chinese zodiac, we welcome all ethnicities to
join our community, aligning with the philosophy of crypto space. There should
NOT be any exclusion. The world is a global village, so an all-inclusion attitude
plays an important role in our community culture.
Our community that consists of all forms of cultural backgrounds comes together
and is here to enjoy the journey of discovering the unique culture and story of the
Chinese zodiacs.
One of the 12 animals within the Chinese zodiacs might be your favorite animal.
As a community member, you can also find peers who have similar or different
preferences over the zodiac animals.
Together with you, we are building a supportive and caring community.
With a positive environment, we as a community can go very far and achieve
many miraculous milestones.

